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Describe Your Favorite Local 
Business in a Single Sentence



Who am I?
Xun Tang
● Ph.D. @ UCSB
● Software Engineer @ Yelp



Yelp’s Mission
Connecting people with great

local businesses.



Okay, so what do I do at Yelp?



Ad







Which business to 
show? 

What content 
to display?

How likely would it 
be clicked? 

How much revenue would it 
generate for the business? 

How much to 
charge for? 

Logging, 
billing, 
retention, etc.
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How do you tell if you’ve picked the 
best review ? 



Click-Through Rate (CTR)

- The number of clicks that the ad receives divided by the 
number of times the ad is shown

- clicks ÷ impressions = CTR



CTR = 10%

CTR = 20%

CTR = 30%



rewards = ? rewards = ? rewards = ? 

Imagine you walk into a casino 
with three slot machines...



3 successes
7 failures

2 successes
8 failures

1 success
9 failures

Multi-arm Bandit Problem:
How to pull arms to maximize total rewards?



bandits

Getting largest payout with 
current knowledge

Gaining knowledge 
about the system



-greedy

best machine
random machine

Best practice:

UCB1

Play machine i which 
maximizes

: expected reward of machine i
: plays of machine i
: overall plays

Thompson 
Sampling

Play machine i with 
largest sample from

: successes of machine i
: failures of machine i

     Multi-Armed Bandits: Strategies
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Simulation

Dashed lines: 
True hidden probabilities
[0.85, 0.60, 0.75] 

https://dataorigami.net
/blogs/napkin-folding/7
9031811-multi-armed-ban
dits 

https://dataorigami.net/blogs/napkin-folding/79031811-multi-armed-bandits
https://dataorigami.net/blogs/napkin-folding/79031811-multi-armed-bandits
https://dataorigami.net/blogs/napkin-folding/79031811-multi-armed-bandits
https://dataorigami.net/blogs/napkin-folding/79031811-multi-armed-bandits


bandits

ExploitationExploration









+ -

Phrases v.s. CTR
Some are 

positively correlated
Some are

negatively correlated



“Ok”

“Boyfriend”

“I don’t normally 
write reviews”

“Stopped 
working”

“Blowout”

“First time”

? ?
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pCTR
“Predicted click-through rate”





WOW



www.yelp.com/careers/

We're Hiring!



@YelpEngineering

fb.com/YelpEngineers

engineeringblog.yelp.com

github.com/yelp


